UCCA purchases GPS Garmin watches for Ukraine's pilots
UCCA & our in-country partner deliver boxes of food to de-occupied territories in eastern Ukraine
UCCA 10,000+ GENERATORS Project

Portable generators continue to be distributed to keep Ukraine energized.
Helping Ukraine
See...

UCCA delivers requested optics equipment to defenders on the frontlines.
Operation: Against the Cold

Heated socks are delivered directly to end users, including Ukraine’s Boarder guards (left) and to the defenders of Avdiivka (right)…
... and an additional 500+ pairs reach a unit serving in the East.
#SupportUkraine

On the eve of the second anniversary of Russia’s unprovoked, brutal invasion of Ukraine, the UCCA is seeking your continued generosity so that we can maintain our deliveries of humanitarian aid and non-lethal assistance to those defending democracy for us all.

Thank you for your support!